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ABSTRACT
Simulators are an inseparable part of the design and eval-
uation of distributed multi-agent protocols. In this work
we put forward PViz, a novel visualisation tool built for
one of the most prominent, publicly available P2P simula-
tors, PeerSim. Our tool provides network visualisation for
different overlays, interaction with the simulation through
scenario re-playability and stepwise execution, and intuitive
visualisation features such as panning and zooming in/out
of the network, color-coding of nodes, and event alerting.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6.8 [Computing Methodologies]: Simulation and Mod-
eling—Visual

General Terms
Experientation, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, multi-agent systems, followed

later by the peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm, have revolution-
alised system design by shifting the attention from mono-
lithically designed systems to approaches consisting of a
collection of simple interacting components. The flexible
system architecture offered by these approaches, together
with the low maintenance and administration costs and the
self-organising properties inherent in the architectural de-
sign, have intrigued both academia and industry into con-
tributing a vast amount of research results and deployed
prototypes. Following the P2P explosion era, multi-agent
applications that scale to millions of users and resources
have been developed in domains like file-sharing [1], voice
and video distribution [7], and distributed search engines [2,
17]. Lately, P2P concepts are also being introduced in the
–clearly different– cloud paradigm [10, 21, 13, 23] in an ef-
fort to exploit the benefits of both technologies, and in the
context of distributed online social networking [14, 16, 9],
aiming at solving content ownership and scalability issues.
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Concept and approach. Gaining insight into the de-
signed distributed protocols and assessing their efficiency
and effectiveness in a real environment is, especially in the
early stages of development, not feasible. For this reason,
researchers and developers typically resort to simulations,
carried out on a home-brewed or publicly available simula-
tor, in order to evaluate the large-scale properties of their
design. PeerSim [18] is one of the most versatile and pop-
ular simulators for P2P systems, offering both cycle-based
and event driven simulations, various peer churn models in-
cluding peer joins, leaves, and failures, extensive action log-
ging, and a scalable design that allows the deployment of
very large simulations. For these reasons, PeerSim has been
used to experimentally evaluate the P2P protocols of over
250 scholarly papers in the area of P2P multi-agent systems,
and is now part of the course material of many advanced un-
dergraduate and postgraduate courses [4, 3, 6, 5].

In this work we propose a visualisation tool, coined PViz,
that allows the graphical representation of the peer network
and the execution process of a subset of protocols supported
by PeerSim (i.e., unstructured as in [12], semi-structured as
in [19, 20], and the fundamental structured protocols Chord
[22] and PGrid [8]), and supports many useful operations
such as zooming in on a specific area of the network, node
monitoring/highlighting, single- or multi-step re-execution of
the simulation, and appropriate visual representation of the
overlay network (e.g., spring model for unstructured net-
works or circular placement for Chord overlays).

To the best of our knowledge, PViz is the first effort to
provide a visualisation component for a publicly available
–and widely adopted– general-purpose simulation environ-
ment. Our approach leverages and extends the usefulness
of PeerSim by providing means to graphically represent and
interact with the supported protocols and user-defined se-
tups.

Only a couple of approaches in the literature [11, 15] share
similar goals with PViz. [11] is a research report outlining
a visualisation tool for the Chord DHT; however the tool is
tied to a home-brewed implementation of a Chord simulator,
which makes it unusable for anyone but the authors, and the
visualisation provided is specific to the Chord overlay and
does not support other types of networks. In a different
path, [15] proposes VizPub, a simulation visualisation tool
that (i) focuses on the visualisation of publish/subscribe-
style data dissemination and is thus unusable for the major-
ity of multi-agent simulations (e.g., simulations for complex-
adaptive systems or emergent properties), and (ii) empha-
sises performance analysis through the visualisation of met-
rics such as message load and the creation of related graphs.
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Figure 1: PViz architecture.

Application scenarios. As a typical application scenario
for PViz, consider a researcher or a student in the area of dis-
tributed multi-agent systems who wants to use a simulator
to test his newly designed protocol. She resorts to PeerSim
and implements her protocols, only to find out that things
are not working as they should be. In such a case, a tool
that allows her to visualise the different steps of the pro-
tocol, replay certain parts of the simulation, and examine
the overlay either at per node or at a global level, would be
a valuable resource, beyond anything supported by current
simulation environments. In another application scenario,
an academic teacher would resort to such a tool to explain
tricky distributed protocols in an interactive way, encourage
student involvement in the learning process, and visualise
how protocol changes affect the overall system behaviour.

2. OVERVIEW OF PVIZ
Architecture. Implementing a visualisation tool on top
of PeerSim was not trivial, since PeerSim simulations run
uninterrupted for a specified number of steps; this is in sharp
contrast with the needs of a visualisation tool that requires
stepwise, forward and (especially) backward, playback of the
simulation.
The solution that we adopted was to allow the simula-

tion to complete, and record, at each step, the state of the
overlay; therefore, our visualisation tool runs on top of the
simulation history (Fig. 1) and can traverse it according to
the wishes of the end user.
In order to facilitate the visualisation, we record for every

node at each step additional network data to that main-
tained by PeerSim, in a HistoryNode structure. Further-
more, we maintain the difference between the successive
steps of the simulation history, which greatly simplifies the
visualisation, especially for large networks.

Visualisation. PViz is built upon the Piccolo2D graphics
library, which possesses several capabilities useful for the
task, especially zooming and node selection, while being well
integrated with Java Swing.
The basic functionality offered by PViz consists of:

• The ability to replay the simulation at will. Events (steps)
of the simulation are numbered in sequence and the user
is able to go to a specific event in order to observe the
overlay; she is also able to easily move, either one or sev-
eral steps at a time, forward or backward through the
simulation history.

• The ability to select a node of the overlay in order to ob-
serve its connections. By default, only the connections of
the selected node are drawn in order to unclutter the dis-
play. Connections are depicted using appropriate methods

Figure 2: Visualising a Chord protocol simulation.

relevant to each visualised protocol (e.g., Bezier curves for
Chord fingers as shown in Fig. 2). Additionally the user is
able to select adjacent nodes easily, using the keyboard, so
as to gain better insight into the structure of the network.

• The ability to pan and zoom in or out on the network
visualisation intuitively using the mouse; during this in-
teraction any selected nodes are retained. Therefore the
user is able both to have a general overview of the net-
work structure and to focus on interesting areas or locate
important nodes accurately, especially in dense networks.

• Nodes are colour-coded depending on the protocol and
user preferences, and additional data about them is dis-
played on the application window. Also information about
the changes of the event being displayed are given in tex-
tual form (e.g., “Node added”).

Further Work. We are currently working on enriching
PViz with semantic zooming, comprehensive event time-
lines, and more structured overlay protocols.

More information about the project may be found at www.
uop.gr/~nplatis/pviz/.

3. DEMONSTRATION PLAN
In our demonstration, we will present a full-fledged usage

scenario for the PViz prototype and invite attendees for a
hands-on experience. Attendees will be assisted to setup a
PeerSim simulation for their network of preference among
the ones supported by PViz and decide the appropriate pa-
rameters (e.g., number of nodes, size of routing table). Sub-
sequently they will execute the simulation and launch the
PViz tool to visualise the different simulation steps.

They will be shown how to monitor the life of a node
through the visualisation environment, and discover its neigh-
bouring nodes by simply clicking on the node at hand. They
will also be able to use the pan and zoom feature to better
examine a cluster of closely grouped nodes, and select some
of them for further examination through mouse or keyboard
interactions. Subsequently, they will be prompted to explic-
itly jump to a simulation event, move back and forth in the
simulation (both one and multiple steps at a time), and ex-
amine how node churn affects the structure and connectivity
of the overlay. They will also have the opportunity to visu-
alise the routing table of nodes and watch it get modified
due to peer churn. Finally, they will be guided through other
intuitive features of the visualisation, like node color-coding



and textual messages/alerts, and shown how to modify them
at their preference.
A snapshot of the visualisation for a Chord overlay is

shown in Fig. 2, were we have focused on key information
about a given node. Based on our preferences, the currently
selected node is coloured green, its successor red, its prede-
cessor blue, and its fingers yellow. The unique identifiers of
all these nodes are setup to appear on the information area
at the left-hand side of the window so as not to clutter the
display of the network itself. Furthermore, nodes that were
added during the current event are also chosen to appear
in purple. Stepwise execution of the simulation is, at the
current snapshot, set at executing one event at a time.
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